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Complexity Made Simpler



Putting a system in place that natively supports your specific industry processes and empowers your employees makes 
the difference. Deacom ERP, developed with a philosophy of “Complexity Made Simpler,” uniquely helps you manage your 
specific challenges and increases your competitive edge with:

The product depth and the ONE System solution approach guarantees that your defined business strategies are followed 
throughout the organization, each and every day.

Implement Your Strategies Safely, Easily, and Predictably 
with Deacom ERP

ONE System ONE User Experience ONE TeamONE Predictable Price

Complexity Made Simpler. It sounds like a contradiction, but the Deacom 
ERP solution is built around this philosophy with a 26+ year proven track 
record of 250+ successful customers running their business with this 
solution. 

The ERP software transforms complex and industry-specific business 
processes into a simpler solution. The sustainability of the ERP platform 
as well as predictability of implementation results, efforts and investments, 
builds the foundation of our customers’ success.
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Making Complex Issues Simpler



Following the philosophy of Complexity Made Simpler there are four main solution and services elements which support the 
‘Power of One’:

Native capabilities like WMS, QC, document generation, 
DSD, ecommerce and many more, are part of the standard 
ERP solution. This makes it easier and faster to implement 
and upgrade.

Intuitive and consistent working experience across all 
departments, all platforms, and all devices.

The Deacom Philosophy 
‘Complexity Made Simpler’
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By combining industry-specific requirements and processes with functionality in one, single 
system, you are able to leverage true, integrated process control. Business-specific requirements 
become part of the base system using configuration methods rather than customizations, 
delivering a fast and cost-effective upgrade process. Since all software functionality is native to 
the core ERP, you will benefit from a functionality-rich solution which is permanently enhanced by 
evolving industry requirements and best practices. 

• Faster benefit realization with implementations through configuration rather than 
customization.

• Process and data integrity because of no faulty data or broken processes.
• Real-time process information and Hyper-Tight Process Control™ from planning with MRP 

» Receiving goods » Quality Check » Production » Quality Check » Document Generation » 
Shipment – all in ONE system.

• Largest set of native software capabilities providing a strong operational foundation to 
balance industry best practices with customer-specific business processes.

Deacom ERP provides an intuitive user experience with one login across all software functionalities 
and all devices which encourage the use and acceptance of the software system while driving 
employee satisfaction.

• Lower training costs and efforts.
• Reduced time to end-user empowerment and efficiency/effectivity.
• Higher flexibility of end-user utilization.

ONE System

ONE User Experience



Pricing transparency and no surprise fees for the software, 
process engineering, enhancements, and training during the 
implementation.

ECI is your single partner for everything you need: software, 
implementation, training, service, and support.
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Understanding that an ERP implementation is a significant investment, businesses that implement 
Deacom have full pricing transparency going into the project. Our unique approach to Deacom 
ERP’s software implementation provides you with total predictability of your ERP investment. With 
an experienced team of ERP and process manufacturing experts, we blend industry best practice 
approaches with your critical success factors to drive long-term success.

• Transparent pricing for software, licenses, and maintenance are outlined up front.
• Business needs are fulfilled by a robust set of native functionality.
• Industry experts work with you to help bring your business strategy to fruition.

Everything from one source – ECI. Unlimited support and number of support tickets 24x7x365 to 
drive the reliable operation of your ERP solution. 

• Root cause analysis and resolution in your system vs a standard reference system only.
• Lower operating cost.
• Faster time to issues resolution.
• No communication and responsibility conflicts due to ONE system.

ONE Predictable Price

ONE Team


